Dear All,

I hope that you enjoy this bumper edition of LES Global News, which includes our two special March features. First, our Gold Medal Winner Yvonne’s Chua’s reflections on her time as an LES member and leader, which makes fascinating reading. And, second, our new feature focusing on LES members from industry who—in their own words—share the reasons they are part of and contribute to LES around the world in so many ways. We are very grateful to all for their contributions.

As we all know, our LESI strap line is “Advancing the BUSINESS of Intellectual Property Globally,” and this year my focus as President has been to continue to encourage our industry committees and appeal to everyone whose day job involves the business of IP to join their local LES society, local industry committees—and of course our LESI industry committees. Our High Tech, Life Sciences and Chemical Committees each enjoy excellent leadership and are having a very busy year.

The latest news from the High Tech Committee is that under its auspices, an Automotive Industry Advisory Board has just been set up, thanks to the efforts of John Carney. The group is progressing well, with more than half of new board members confirmed, including representatives from Nissan, Avanci, Delphi and the...
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Connected Vehicle Trade Association. As we know the automotive sector is a very dynamic sector at the moment, and we are delighted to announce this new group.

Work is also progressing well on our three “primers”—short guides for business people on licensing, IP Management and IP Valuation, which we are hoping to launch in Berlin.

Lastly, on this “business” topic as part of the discussion in Phoenix about our new strategic plan for LESI, there has been some useful input on what we need to do in order to be more attractive as an organisation to those involved in industry. A small task force has been set up and has been considering what steps we might take. Many thanks to Andre Gorius, Scott Johnstone, Natalie Raffoul and Sun-Pil Hwang for their input. Suggestions include changing the composition of our LESI board to include more corporate representation and creating and deploying IP Value training for business people in conjunction with our Education Committee. These ideas are currently being discussed by the LESI Board, so watch this space!

One other topic I wanted to mention is how well our new LESI Executive Director Dana Colarulli is settling into his new role, having started with us at the end of September. Dana is making a great contribution, and we are all benefiting from his substantial expertise, connections and experience in our IP world.

In addition to supporting our committees and national presidents, Dana is helping us to build relationships with other IP organisations, including the IPO, APAA and AIPLA.

I look forward to seeing many of you in Berlin! By the time this issue of Global News is available, we will be just two months from our LESI Annual Meeting in Berlin. Please register if you haven’t done so already. The very informative website can be found here LESI2020.de.

Fiona

Fiona Nicolson visits the China National Intellectual Property Administration (CNIPA). From the left: Ms. HE Jiahui (Interpreter of Department of Commercialization and Promotion of IP of CNIPA), JIANG Haifei (Director Department of Commercialization and Promotion of IP of CNIPA), Chris Shaowei, Mr. Zhou Zhongqi (President of LES China), Zhao Meisheng (Deputy Director General of Department of Commercialization and Promotion of IP of CNIPA), Fiona Nicolson, Ningling Wang, Natalie Raffoul and Simon Chalkley. More on Pages 10-13.
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be the firm’s senior partner and head of IP Practice, as well as President of LESI, has been most bountiful.

Q: When and how did you first get involved in LES?

A: Yvonne: I had actively taken part in various international IP organisations since I qualified as a lawyer in 1980. But as I embarked on establishing LES China HK Sub-chapter in 2001, as encouraged by Heinz Goddar, and following my first LESI encounter at the 2002 conference in Osaka, I found my targeted organisation should be LES as it focused on global IP commercialization with participation of professionals from many diverse sectors. My passion for LES soon attracted me to serve in the leadership of LES China HK, LESI Committees and then on the LESI board.

Q: In what way do you think you have benefited most from being involved in LES over the years?

A: Yvonne: My biggest benefit from LES involvement is “learning and enjoying” with my LES friends. Through the remarkable intellectual program of each LES conference and the work of the LESI Committees and national societies, we have together explored how businesses would move forward in the IP world and how innovation and technology would influence and lead the world’s development. My dream of experiencing and contributing to IP advancement has beautifully come true through LES and more, with friendships being built with many LES members across multiple sectors.

For every key vision of mine, I have encountered wonderful LES members who shared the same vision and joined hands with me with enthusiasm. Being fascinated by the Pan European conferences that I had attended, I hoped to set up similar regional conference in the Asia Pacific. As the first venture, in 2006, being Chairman of LESCHK, I initiated the inaugural Joint Meeting of LES China, LES Chinese Taipei and LESCHK. Following other joint meetings between different societies in Asia, with the support and dedication of my LES friends at the Asia Pacific Committee—in particular Patricia Bunye, Junko Sugimura, Audrey Yap, and Ningling Wang—the LES AP regional meeting has become a regular forum since 2010, with each meeting at a different society gaining recognition. The 2013 meeting in Hangzhou, as perfectly organized by my mother society, LES China, was special. Last year LES India was awarded the “2019 LESI Most Promising Society” for organizing the successful 2018 AP Meeting in New Delhi and thereby doubling its membership.

Another dream of mine had been to gear our next generation towards innovation. I was impressed with the Student Business Plan Competition as held by LES Foundation with LES US and Canada and LESI, but noted that always very few student teams were nominated from Asia, mainly due to language barrier. I thus worked on setting up a similar competition in our region. I then realized Ichiro Nakatomi had the same vision and spearheaded by him with the support of LES Japan, the first Asian Business Plan Competition was successfully held in 2012 at the Asia Pacific Regional Conference in Tokyo. Since then the Competition has been held at every AP regional meeting.

Further, I gained immense joy from being the mother of LES Thailand, which was formed in 2015, as the 33rd society of LESI, pursuant to my special project, started in 2012. I am grateful for unwavering support of Heinz, Patricia, LES Japan, and the LESI Membership Committee, and to Wilaiporn Chetanachan and her team, who dedicated over three years to accomplishing the wonderful work of bringing Thailand into the LES family.

Q: Do you have a “best” LES memory or favorite LES meeting you can share with us?

A: Yvonne: The 2014 Moscow Conference is my best LES memory—a celebration of the fulfillment of my joining hands vision and mission as LES International president, and a historic event being the first large-scale international IP conference held in Russia. Particularly memorable was the extraordinary amount of effort that LES Russia expended in organizing the conference, when there was serious concern two months prior to the conference date on whether the conference could proceed due to the political instability in the region. I was also touched by all the words and acts of assurance from many LES members and member societies of their unwavering support to the conference. Eventually an outstanding success was achieved amidst the challenges, with participation from top leaders in the global IP arena, outstanding presentations and social programs on all three days, and a music performance at the Final Gala Dinner by the then-Honorable Chief Judge Randall Rader of the U.S. Court of Appeals. As the old saying goes, “In difficult times, we witness true friendship.” It is the strong community amongst LES members that makes LES so special. Seeing the passionate sharing and the friendship building up all around the conference in the beautiful city of Moscow really warmed my heart.

Lastly and importantly, my deep gratitude to LES for having amazingly enriched my IP path in contributing to global IP commercialization. The LESI Gold Medal, as specially awarded to me, belongs to all who have joined hands with me in the LES family, which I will always cherish.
What LES Means to Me—
A View from our Global Industry Members

As we all know, our LESI strap line is “Advancing the BUSINESS of Intellectual Property Globally,” and this year the President has been continuing to encourage our industry committees and appeal to everyone whose day job involves the business of IP to join their local LES Society, local industry committees and of course, our LESI industry committees. The following are comments from industry members who have benefitted from their involvement in LES Societies and LESI.

Bill Elkington—Collins Aerospace, LES (U.S.A. and Canada)

LES has been my professional home for close to 20 years. LES meetings, education, and task and affinity groups of various kinds provide me with professional knowledge and personal relationships that have been the wellspring of my professional life. When I have encountered questions and issues in my work that required an informed and well-reasoned response, my friends in LES have helped me arrive at good answers. Because of my involvement in LES, my credibility with my employer has benefited significantly. LES has within it a diversity of expertise one can find nowhere else, and I have been able to bring that diversity of knowledge and understanding to my work. I’ve built friendships in LES that have proved both durable and fun. And LES has provided me with another dimension of purpose in my life: by contributing to LES and the profession of intellectual capital management, I know that I am helping to build something meaningful and helpful for future members. In other words, it is an honor to serve, and professional service provides a pleasure unique and worthy in itself.

Scott Johnstone—Benenox, LES Britain and Ireland

I’ve known about LES for a long time but I’ve only just been able to understand the full benefit available to companies. At Benenox we have reviewed and improved the way we handle our IP, and this has enabled us to have strong commercial claims in countries where we didn’t think we could get any commercial claims. We also have a much better relationship with our new in-country patent counsel which works for us and the council. As well as stronger IP, we’ve also licensed out technology to a great partner, which has enabled us to get Benenox to market sooner and to expand into other territories. This has happened over a period of months and not the years it takes to do it on your own. Using LESI members to help us through the process helped speed up the deal. It would be great if we could meet more corporate members at meetings, and I hope the future direction of LESI will take this into account.

Matteo Sabattini—Ericsson, LES (U.S.A. and Canada)

The licensing community plays a vital role in the innovation ecosystem by enhancing and facilitating the transfer of knowledge. Progress and welfare advance through the sharing of ideas and human interactions. LESI has been a beacon to catalyze those interactions among licensing professionals, while facilitating professional growth.

As a long-standing LES member, I greatly value the resources and expertise that are available through LESI. Beyond networking with my peers, LESI provides access to relevant information through publications, web resources, and access to taught leaders in my field and beyond.

The structure of LESI, with national societies and local chapters, leverages locality, cultural and geographical diversity, and personal connections. I am grateful for a local chapter—the DC chapter—which is one of the most active chapters globally, thanks to the wisdom and engagement of its leadership.

LESI has allowed me the opportunity to grow as a licensing IP professional and, lately, mentor and help grow other professionals. All members should take full advantage of the many resources and mentoring activities that LESI and its national societies offer, and LES should raise awareness of such opportunities across societies and geographical locations.

We live in exciting times of great technological advances that are changing society. Technology convergence across industries, in particular, is reshaping our world. Because of the diversity of backgrounds and industry representation, LESI is perfectly positioned to play a greater role among licensing professionals by recognizing the paradigm shift and the challenges that such convergence will bring to our profession.

Hemang Shah—Qualcomm Inc., LES India

I have been an active member of LES India since 2016. LES India is a growing organization that is receiving excellent participation for our conferences and workshops. We have a very good sectoral representation from all professionals who work on Intellectual Property matters. The quality of discussions is also very high because everyone is there to share their insights. Our collective expertise has allowed us to expand connections with the growing startup ecosystem in India, R&D professionals, and academia. I cherish the collaboration with other international chapters and members of LES International at conferences and committees. It has been a wonderful experience to learn from so many of you and I look forward to an exciting future of LES.
### LES International Calendar

### Meetings & Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 19-20</td>
<td>2020 LES Brazil &amp; Americas Committee—“Licensing For Success In Changing Global Market”</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15-17</td>
<td>2020 LES ANZ Annual Conference</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>2020 LES Leading Edge Series</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 15-17</td>
<td>2020 LES International Management &amp; Delegates’ Meeting (IMDM)</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 17-19</td>
<td>2020 LES International Annual Conference</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 17</td>
<td>LES France’s 50th Anniversary!</td>
<td>Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 22</td>
<td>LES Scandinavia Annual Conference 2020</td>
<td>Helsinki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18-21</td>
<td>LES 2020 Annual Meeting</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Sonja London—Nokia, LES Scandinavia**

For me personally and as a starting point: LES provides access to in-depth knowledge and insight to full spectrum of IP-related matters and a great network or professionals. If I ever had a question or needed help anywhere in the world, I could find a contact I need from LES.

But there is more than that in LES. Over the years I have been serving LES as the board member for LES Scandinavia and as its President. On the international level, I have been serving on the High-Tech Committee. I feel that the more you give, the more you get from LES. I feel passionate about diversity and supporting women in this profession. Within LES International conference I found others who felt the same, and there we were—starting the Women in Licensing Alliance, with the support of LESI board, the President and the office staff. We promote women leadership and role models and women speakers in conferences and are now piloting a mentoring program. Great example for getting involved! LES is a fantastic organization empowering people to contribute and make a difference in their professional lives!

**Hayley French—Apitope Intl., LES Britain and Ireland**

LES membership has been and remains one of my best tools in facilitating business development, personal interactions and partnering. I’ve been a member of LES for over 25 years, and it has been invaluable in helping me to develop and forge strong valuable business relationships especially via the LESI directory, networking and education. In my early career I faced the daunting challenges of building a good business network to facilitate collaboration and licensing. The LESI membership directory enabled me to reach out directly to other members from a wide range of life sciences companies around the world, from small biotech to multi-national pharma, all connected by our commitment to explore licensing possibilities. LES made it easy to facilitate such introductions and interactions, as there was mutual recognition and credibility via our membership.

Many years of attending and networking at LESI meetings and local meetings has enabled me to build strong business relationships and be part of a network that facilitates business interaction, growth and deal making. Most importantly my LES membership and meetings attendance has been responsible for some long-lasting, valuable friendships.
Initial Thoughts On A New Approach For FRAND Compliant Licensing Of SEPs: Learning From Copyright Collective Licensing

by Martin Schaefer and Christian Czychowski

A. Background

Given the intensive discussion on what is FRAND in Patent Law, here are some initial thoughts from Copyright Law that might influence the discussion. We will provide a broader version of this article in a later edition. For the time being this article might provide some food for thought e.g. for the panel discussion at the Berlin LESI Conference (see www.lesi2020.de) on recent developments on licensing of SEPs.

1. To avoid any misunderstandings: there is no model from the copyright realm which would be directly comparable to FRAND-compliant licensing of standard-essential patents. However, constellations do exist on the copyright side for the uniform licensing of uses, namely where a number of rights have to be licensed under fair and reasonable conditions. In such circumstances, the key focus is on minimising transaction costs both in the acquisition of the rights and in the fair determination of the reasonable (overall) license. It is in this respect that there is potential benefit to be derived from the experience garnered in the copyright arena. This can be seen in the following two examples:

- Since the beginning of the 20th century, the German copyright collecting society, GEMA, has been licensing, on behalf of thousands of rightholders, music authors and music publishers, practically the entire global repertoire of protected music to users, such as phonogram producers or radio broadcasters, and more recently also streaming services and other platform operators.
- Collecting societies in other countries operate in a similar way. The Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) in the USA, for example, is a one stop shop designed for licensing millions of scientific articles and other publications to internationally operating companies for their internal commercial use. The CCC acts on the basis of a non-exclusive mandate. As such, the publishers remain entitled, alongside the collecting society, to conclude contracts themselves with users.

2. The licensing model involving an agency operating under a non-exclusive mandate and the procedure for determining tariffs are both designed with the minimisation of transaction costs in mind.

The approach proposed here differs from patent pools, predominantly in two respects: Patent pools generally manage the rights assigned to them on the basis of an exclusive mandate and do not incorporate the arbitration option through a public body as proposed here.

3. The approach proposed here introduces a third way, between the absolute enforcement of claims for injunctive relief (even in the case of infringements of a disproportionately "small" patent from the list of patents essential for a standard) and the case by case application of the principle of proportionality.

B. Concept

1. The valuation model set out in Sec. 23 German Patent Act (Declaration of willingness to allow anyone to use the invention in return for equitable remuneration) can be used as a suitable starting point for an effective mechanism of satisfying the FRAND objection.

2. The proposed approach is based on an independent, privately operated (albeit not necessarily for-profit) agency tasked, on the basis of a non-exclusive mandate and the granting of non-exclusive licences.

- Per standard, firstly all possibly affected patents must be determined ("one stop shop"), irrespective of whether the patent holders participate in the agency model or not. On the basis of the patents which are together required for a standard, the agency would then set “tariffs, for each of the different types of use of the standard and the patents attached to it.

- Ideally, such a system would be created from the outset with the aim of offering a solution that could be applied internationally.

- The agency must provide a system for distributing the licensing income which (possibly on the basis of empirical data collection) takes into account the relative significance of the individually assigned patents, within the type of use in the standard.

3. Tariffs can also be negotiated with user organisations. The individual companies organised in such organisations benefit by means of rebates granted (as a reward for lowering the transaction costs for generating standard agreements). There are models for this from the area of copyright in this respect also. Of course, individual large users can negotiate directly with the agency.

4. The whole system will only work if it is supported in law. The most important aspect, naturally, is the "reward", in return for participating in the system, of having FRAND-compliance guaranteed, specifically including succession protection. Finally, a method would have to be found for certifying agencies eligible according to the standards described above. Requiring state authorisation and oversight would have to be considered.
PROTECTING & COMMERCIALIZING FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES

THE FUTURE IS NOW!

The LES 2020 Annual Meeting is focused on protecting and commercializing technologies that were once the future and are now omnipresent. Join us in Philadelphia, PA for two full days of networking, shared knowledge, best practices, and deal advice you can put in action.

October 18-20, 2020  Loews Philadelphia, 1200 Market St, Philadelphia, PA

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Dr. Daria Mochly-Rosen
Professor, Stanford University and founder and director of The SPARK Program

PROGRAM TOPICS INCLUDE:

- Commercializing Big Data and Machine Learning Networks
- Design Protection on Emerging Technologies
- Forces Majeur — Commercializing Technologies in an Era of Trade Wars, Nationalization, Regional Conflicts, and Climate Change
- Addressing (Un)foreseeable Problems in Commercializing Nanosensors and Nanoparticles
- Negotiating Liability and Indemnification in an Era of Robotic and Computer-Assisted Medicine, Autos and Product Design
- Emerging Technologies Poised to Change the Energy Industry
- Understanding and Exploiting Secondary Markets for High Tech, Life Sciences and Other Technologies

Don't miss this exciting opportunity to learn how to handle IP and licensing issues around new technologies.

REGISTER NOW AND SAVE $300!

SIGN UP TODAY AT LESMEETINGS.ORG/AM20

Expand your brand and increase your exposure with hundreds of IP and licensing professionals. Sponsor or exhibit at the 2020 LES Annual Meeting. Contact enelson@les.org for details.
Finding Tangible Value in Intangible Assets

The Licensing Executives Society Asia Pacific Conference 2020 promises to be a premier event bringing together distinguished Intellectual Property and Licensing professionals to Singapore. Join us in Singapore for this exciting event!
LESANZ 2020
Reinvention: Fresh approaches and new beginnings
Christchurch I New Zealand I 15 - 17 April

Register today for the LESANZ 2020 annual conference to be held in the recently restored Christchurch Town Hall. The venue sustained significant damage from the 2011 earthquakes and has recently reopened. The surrounding events and entertainment precinct has undergone three years of restoration work.

The conference, inspired by the rebuilding of Christchurch after the devastating earthquake in 2011, has a theme of:

Reinvention – how businesses are transforming what they do
Fresh approaches – new business models, relationships and new ways of doing things
New beginnings – impact of new technologies

Key topics of the conference include:
~ Reinvigorating Christchurch business ~ Revolutionary Technologies
~ Revolutionising Industries ~ New Industries: Cannabis/Hemp
~ Lessons from Unicorns ~ Reinventing Industries: Wool
~ Collaborating for Success ~ Sustainable Economy

Reinvention: Fresh Approaches and new beginnings
Our event will include LESANZ national and international guest speakers and delegates, particularly from the Asia Pacific region. It is expected to attract between 80-100 delegates. This two-day conference will provide an excellent environment in which to exchange ideas, meet new people, and form new business relationships with members and overseas representatives. The conference is the annual flagship event of LESANZ, focussing on local and international current issues facing IP Managers, Lawyers, Business Development and Licensing Practitioners.

Contact: admin@lesanz.org.au
www.lesanz.org.au/conference-information
@LESANZInc #LESANZ2020
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LES GLOBAL NEWS

LES International Annual Conference

16–20 May 2020 | BERLIN | GERMANY

We invite you to LESI 2020 Berlin: an international conference on cutting edge licensing topics with confirmed speakers from industry: Volkswagen, Schaeffler, Ericsson, and many more!

Key topics of the conference include:
- Legal Interplay of Data economics – state of play in EU, US and JP.
- Licensing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in (Machine) Industry 4.0, and in Digital Health and Medicine.
- Recent Developments on Licensing of SEPs in major jurisdictions.
- Licensing of IP Pools with representatives from pool companies.
- 5G as enabler for Internet of things (IoT).
- Partnering of life sciences companies across European borders.
- Consequences of Brexit upon Licensing of IP.
- Licensing in IT in times of Open Source.
- Open Science and IP protection.
- And many more.

Conference Workshops and Bootcamp:
- A Startup Bootcamp with accelerator of Axel Springer and Porsche APX.
- LESI and EPA Case Study on IP success stories in SMEs.
- Many networking opportunities.

www.lesi2020.org
Best Practices

includes over 1,200 pages of thought leadership on a wide range of topics, including the valuation of private company securities and intangible assets, valuation for property tax purposes, valuation for ESOPs, fair value measurement for financial accounting purposes, transfer price analysis, and economic damages measurement.

Written by Willamette Management Associates managing directors Robert Reilly and Bob Schweihs, this book provides an anthology of related discussions that address valuation, damages, or transfer price principles. These topics generally are not found in most textbooks. Our focus is on topics that present themselves in client situations where there is a risk—and a cost—of being wrong. Such client situations include complex transactions, tax controversies, and litigation matters. Each of the 72 Best Practices chapters presents a discussion of the current thought leadership on topics such as business valuation methods, business valuation discounts and premiums, intangible asset valuation methods, intellectual property analysis, tangible property valuation, property tax valuations, ESOP and ERISA valuations, family law valuations, gift and estate tax valuations, fair value measurements, financial advisor services, damages measurement methods, forensic accounting analyses, and transfer pricing methods.

With a detailed index, this book provides practical guidance to lawyers, valuation practitioners, forensic analysts, and other professionals involved in the practice of valuation, damages, or transfer price analysis.

Published by Valuation Products and Services, the regular price of the book is $199 (+ shipping and handling). For a limited time, we are offering les Nouvelles readers a 10% discount off the regular price of the book. To order the book, visit: www.willamette.com/best_practices.html. The discount code is BP10LN.
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A strong patent needs a good search! Meet EPO examiners to learn and discuss the latest developments in search matters

With a special focus on 3D printing and other disruptive technologies

Search Matters 2020

11-13 May
EPO The Hague

epo.org/search-matters